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Most of the times, the guests create an opinion about your house by looking at the decor

of your living room. Sometimes, all you need to do is use the space of the living room

creatively. This blog is about re-creating your living space with interesting and innovative

interior design ideas.

 Tip 1: Use a Pouf table

The best part about having a pouf table or a side table is that it offers some of the widest

variety of design options to choose from. The addition of these two types of tables in your

living room will give a pleasant ambiance. You can select pouf tables from Moroccan pouf,

mid-century leg table, organic tree stump.

Tip 2 – Decorate with Books
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You’d love to have a bookshelf if you love reading books! The best way to do this is by

setting up a wall shelf and decorate it with some books and a creative bookend. Choose

the best creative bookend for your bookshelf.

Tip 3 – Play with different styles
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Creative interior decorators merge various contrasting styles into a single design.

Amongst all the interior design ideas, merging various styles into a single design is now in

trend. Try different styles that give a multi-dimensional appeal to the living room. It is

time-consuming to try multiple decor styles and you won’t be satisfied anytime soon. But

if you have been to an interior design college, you will have an idea of various kinds of

decoration for the living room.

Tip 4 – Add a personal touch

The availability of way too many options for a living room, might make it look too crowdy.

Therefore, giving a personal touch to the living room decor makes it look more unique.

If you are living with kids, you can use your children’s artwork or memorable family

pictures as wall gallery. Using older photos will give a vintage look not only to the living

room but also to the entire house.
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